EVENT FOCUS

DIZZEE RASCAL’S RASKIT LIVE
British garage artist, rapper and hip-hop star, Dizzee Rascal [AKA Dylan Kwabena Mills] released his
6th studio album, Raskit, in July, and a stint of festival appearances ensued. An autumn headline
tour of the UK benefitted from a show design by Lighting Designer Steve Bewley and Visual Artist
Matt Sharp. TPi spoke to the tour about making a show stopper for a grime pioneer…

On a 14-date headline tour of the UK, taking in shows at the Brighton
Dome, Nottingham Rock City and the largest tour venue, London’s
Brixton Academy, Dizzee Rascal returned to his own stage in support of
latest album, Raskit. Working with Dizzee for the 7th year running, LD
Steve Bewley began the story: “It’s been a long-standing relationship
between us; I was originally asked to operate just a few of his shows
and I’ve never left!” he laughed. “The brief this time around was to do
something totally different to begin with, and as sometimes happens
when a show develops, new requirements become evident, so we
changed direction. We decided we needed to create a ‘big look’, which
is really what a Dizzee Rascal show is all about. It should have an ‘in
your face’, huge feel, but equally be stripped back and feel very intimate
and edgy for the harder hitting rap tracks. We wanted to create an

environment that was fitting for when Dizzee is in full flow delivering his
most emotional lyrics. One of my main priorities was to keep the video
screen in full view and not allow it be be blocked with lighting or the DJ
booth. To achieve this, we opted to incorporate a transparent DJ booth.”
CONCEPTUALISING THE CREATION
The show, which was rehearsed at Millennium Studios, has a few themes;
moving from a massive pop production to a harder, edgier & grimey
performance space. The colour yellow (known to induce feelings of
happiness) is also key, and a yellow rectangle set piece created from
lighting fixtures ensures this is felt throughout the concert. Bewley
continued: “As the show develops, we flip between the pop / grime
elements and the huge pop numbers such as Bonkers. I needed to keep a
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transition and be able to change this up easily as the set moves on. This
was done by selecting big beams of audience lighting with primary colours
for the pop parts and then the grime and rap tracks were stripped back and
enjoyed with more side lighting, using pastel colours.
“The colour yellow has been brought into all of Dizzee’s branding from
day one, so this was naturally incorporated into the lighting and the visuals
for a large amount of the show. The yellow rectangle was part of the lead-in
campaign for this album cycle and was featured in both the visuals and the
LED rectangle.”
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To create this dramatic pop / rap hybrid, Bewley chose to use a
plethora of fixtures from Lights Control Rigging - LCR. The rig comprised
a floor package of 18 GLP impression X4 Bar 20’s, 18 Claypaky Mythos, 18
Claypaky A.Leda B-Eye K20’s and 18 Claypaky Sharpys with a scattering of
GLP JDC1’s. For the tour’s biggest gig, the Brixton Academy show, a further
lighitng rig consisted of 40 GLP X4 Bar 20’s, 18 Mythos, 18 B-Eye K20’s, 18
Sharpys and 24 JDC1’s, Martin by Harman Sceptron and Martin by Harman
MAC Aura’s.
Bewley continued: “I chose to create a very side lit show. This came in
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the form of the GLP X4 Bar 20’s, Sharpys, B-Eye K20’s and MAC Auras. The
MAC Auras were used for key lighting. We didn’t use and front light at all
until we used minimal follow spots at Brixton Academy.
“The rest of the fixtures were all built into the side-based upright truss
towers so I could create a side beam and have a lit side curtain look with
the X4 Bar 20’s and the Sharpys. The B-Eye’s were placed at the sides to
create further effects and ‘eye candy’ looks from the interesting angles and
shapes we had to play with. Further X4 Bars were brought in for the Brixton
show and were put on all of the straight trusses on the stage. This allowed
us to have a goal post look and wrapped around the whole stage on 3 levels
from down stage to upstage.
“The Mythos and the JDC1’s were deployed along the in-house straight
trusses above the stage to help complete the look of a full wrap around the
screen of beams. The JDC1’s acted as a strobe, an effects light, a wash light
and a blinder in one. The Sceptron was kept simple and made up the LED
rectangle around the DJ booth to enhance it and further & bring forth the
yellow campaign branding.”
For control, Bewley used an MA Lighting grandMA 2 Light console. “I
actually own 2 of these desks myself - it’s the best desk out there in my
opinion; it just keeps getting better with its new software updates. I use it
for every show I can.”
Lighting vendor, LCR, was also a hit with Bewley: “LCR worked with us
all summer. They’ve bent over backwards to help get any project off the
ground that I’ve brought to the table. Mike Oats and Ryan Hopkins are very
technical, which helps massively; they just get it when I bring my ideas
forward. The kit from LCR is always the best it can be too and when on the
road, their support is second to none.”
LCR had Andy ‘Paris’ Hilton as the tour tech and James Townsend and
Cobain Schofield for added support in Brixton. LCR’s Mike Oates added:

“We have really enjoyed worked with the Dizzee Rascal crew over the last 6
months, from providing floor packages throughout the festival season to
working on his headline shows. Our relationship with Steve Bewley goes
back some years, and this tour is another successful example of how well
we work together. “
VIDEO AND VISUALS
To complete the big impact look of the show, video and visuals played
a crucial part. Video supply company 80six and its Directors Dan Hamill
& Jack James, have worked closely with Matt Sharp - the touring Visual
Artist for Dizzee Rascal - on several occasions prior to being recommended
for this tour. After winning the job with production management team
Tour Solutions, 80six became a new vendor. Ben Annibal, 80six’s Project
Manager, spoke to TPi: “The brief was to supply an upstage screen to
complement the lighting and overall show design by Steve,” stated Annibal.
“The idea was to install the screen at stage level, positioned directly behind
the artist, ensuring a high-impact, visually striking and intense stage
presence.”
The visuals for the show were designed and collated by Dizzee’s creative
team and management, which were operated by Sharp. Annibal continued:
“We supplied 72 sqm of ROE MC-7 tiles for the tour, with the screen size
varying between venue. Brixton Academy was the largest screen of the tour
measuring 12m x 6m.” ROE’s visual proprietary processing Evision, Image
Pro 2 and Resolume Arena Media Servers were also utilised. “The main
advantage of using the ROE MC-7 was the purpose built ground stacking
system which they developed in conjunction with Prolyte truss. This
enabled a quick and safe ground support of the panels and was invaluable
when flying the video screen.”
Annibal, who toured as Dizzee’s LED Tech, managed and oversaw every
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install and de-rig of the MC-7, and provided technical show support to
“I was given the album tracks in advance, and played them in the
Sharp. “This was another great show design by Steve Bewley, who captured
studio on rotation - loudly - for a few days to get inspired. I then sketched
the Raskit album look and feel perfectly. The crew worked together
out some initial ideas with my partner Pete Thornton at MoreEyes Visuals
incredibly well as a team - everyone was a pleasure to work with.”
before we arranged a meet up with Ben Drury, Dizzee’s Art Director. Ben
Visual content creator, Matt Sharp talked TPi through the complex
has a long history of doing top class graphic design for Dizzee, Mowax, Nike,
and well thought out visual designs: “I’ve worked with Dizzee for almost
Palace Skateboards and XL Recordings to name just a few of his clients.
2 years now. I came on board for a festival tour as a live VJ thanks to my
So Ben, Pete and myself then went over our initial suggestions, discussed
friend Paddy Stewart, Dizzee’s Tour Manager. We have a very tight crew and
other things we had in the archive that we could process and make into
everyone gets on on a personal level too, which
moving image pieces such as old unseen
is awesome. I’ve been a Dizzee fan since even
photoshoots, green screen videos etc. We also
before Boy in Da Corner came out. We used to
made colour suggestions for each track to
listen to him on radio when he was MCing back
ensure a flow throughout the set, which as well
in the day. So to be working alongside him now
as predominantly using the yellow tone he’s
is pretty special for me!” he enthused.
known for.
“The new album campaign was pretty
“We also changed some of the looks
old school in style with 8-bit fonts and
completely when we consulted with Steve. He’s
“The new album campaign was
numerological codes based on how we used to
a genius at what he does, so taking on board
text on the first mobile phones, which you could
pretty old school in style with 8-bit his opinion and working closely with him was
use to reveal hidden websites. These websites
essential to get the look of the show just right.
fonts and numerological codes
had CCTV cameras linked to the studio where
Steve is one of the best in the business right
Dizzee was working on tracks. The cover for the
now and a great guy to work with. We also had
based on how we used to text on
album dictated some of the look, which was an
two music videos which had been produced
the first mobile phones, which
old exercise book with Dizzee’s graffiti sketches
using NOTCH for the tracks Space and What You
on it and a picture of a young Dizzee paper
Gonna Do? which I was able to use unedited.”
you could use to reveal hidden
clipped to the front. And his face had been
Sharp continued: “Even though each
websites...”
manipulated in Photoshop, which also informed
track has a different theme or look, there is
some of the looks.
an overall feel that we tried to hint at, and it’s
Matt Sharp, Visual Designer
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unmistakably Dizzee. It’s hard to put into words... but it just works well.
Thankfully when Dizzee saw the visuals during rehearsals, he gave his
opinion on what he liked and what he didn’t, and 99% of it was approved!
Colour tweaks and washes were then made in the Resolume VJ software
whilst consulting with Steve.”
Sharp went on to highlight some of his favourite aspects of the final
deisgns: “As a long time Dizzee fan from back in the day, to be able to get
access to unseen shots from the Boy In Da Corner photo shoot and create
motion graphics from them for Just A Rascal - with suggestions from Dizzee
and his long-term manager / producer, Nick Cage, was really great.
“The look for Bop & Keep It Dippin, which is just one coloured band
across the video screen, pulsing in time with the music which is a simple
concept that Steve and I devised, but actually has become one of the
boldest looks in the show and is a nice break from full screen video content.
Everyone loves that bit, except my Mum!” he laughed, presumably at the
naughty nature of the song. “Lastly, I’d like to mention Business Man, which
incorporates sound waves, London’s skyline and Dizzee’s trademark yellow
all blended together in Resolume software. It’s so effective; it looks fantastic
on film.”

pyrotechnics. We provided 10 of our Psyco2 Jets which move across the
horizontal X axis, meaning we could create a lot of different looks and
movements with the Co2. For flames we used our G-Flame wireless units
allowing us to place them around the stage easily giving some depth to the
special effects show. Pyrotechnics were set in 8 positions and controlled
via our wireless Galaxis firing system, giving us total wireless control
throughout the show. Confetti was deployed from stadium shots to give an
instant hit of confetti covering the audience. Powershots were our chosen
method for streamers to ‘obliterate’ the venue in the final track.”
The tour was operated by Tom Stead as Head Tech on the show, who
was also responsible for prep, programming and designing the cues for the
show alongside Dizzee’s creative team. Production Manager, Edd Slaney,
of Touring Solutions, commented: “From the design side, it’s always great
working with Steve - he has such a deep knowledge of the fixtures he wants,
he knows just how to get the most out of them, and as a result, his shows
always look fantastic no matter what budget I give him. Combined with
80Six’s beautiful screen and their impressive attention to detail, we were
able to put on a fantastic looking show for Dizzee.”
As the tour drew to an end, Bewley reflected on its successful opening
night: “After the very first show, I breathed a sigh of relief, as programming
time had been tight. To see it all come together - and then to receive
compliments for how it looked - is always encouraging!”
Dizzee Rascal tours Australia in February 2018.
TPi
Photos: Joe Okpako
www.raskit.co.uk
www.stevebewleydesign.com
www.moreeyes.co.uk
www.lcr-rental.com
www.80-six.com
www.bpm-sfx.com
www.touringsolutions.com

FROM YELLOW TO RED
To complete the Grime star’s show design, TPi Award-winning special
effects company BPM SFX was brought into the fold. Technical Director
Liam Haswell filled TPi in on these elements: “We have been working with
Dizzee, his management and tour manager since 2009, so when his UK tour
was in the planning phase, we were involved from the early stages by his
production and tour management. We had a brief to freshen up his existing
special effects show - which we had also designed - and were asked to
integrate a new look for the new album tracks, creating a more immersive
special effects show for his audience.
“Steve did an amazing job with the lighting and video design, so we
wanted to create an industrial look to the show with Co2, flames and
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